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  algebra  الجبر  physics  الفيزياء
 geography  الجغرافيا prize  جائزة
 interview  مقابلة sadly  بحزن

 cancer  مرض السرطان hard  بجد واجتهاد
 chemistry  الكيمياء bright  ذكي

 cure  عالج abroad  للخارج
 marry  يتزوج    

 

in the space with words from the list : 1)Fill 
) bright  –hard  –marry  –cancer (  

  
1-Active pupils always work ------------------------ to get high marks. 
2-Marie Curie died of ------------------------ . 
3-Al Khawarizmi  was a ------------------------- scientist. 

  
2)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
1-Ahmed is a clever engineer, --------------------------  ? 

 

     a-he is                         b-is he                    c-isn’t he                    d-he isn’t 
 

2-You were in Al Mutwaa School,--------------------------  ? 
 

     a-weren’t you           b-were you                c-you were               d-you weren’t 
 

1-Mona wasn’t born in September,    --------------------------  ? 
 

     a-was he                  b-wasn’t he                c-was she                d-wasn’t she  
 
  

)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:3  
1-I --------------------------  a delicious cake yesterday. 

 

     a-make                  b-made                       c-makes               d-making 
  

2-My aunt --------------------------  to Dubai last month. 
 

     a-travel                 b-will travel                 c-travels              d-travelled 
 

)Do as shown between brackets:4  

1- Hamad studied his lessons yesterday.                         (Ask a question) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2-Yes, Nora joined the university last year.                      (Ask a question) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

3-The weather was sunny yesterday,………………..?       (Complete) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 5) Write a paragraph of five sentences about "His Highness The Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al Ahmed" with the help of these guide words: 

)   love  –helps  –kind  – famous  – ruler of Kuwait –in 1929  ( 
 

------------------------------  
 

                      --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:# 

          Dr. Saleh Al Ojairi was born in 1920 in Kuwait. Dr. Al Ojairi is a famous astronomer. He 
learned about the stars when his father sent him to live among bedouins. Then, he got a 
formal education in astronomy in Egypt. He studied  the Sun, the Moon and the stars.  

         He worked as a teacher and he was the teacher to His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al- Sabah. He then worked as an accountant for the government and then for a bank. 
In 1971, Dr Ojairi retired and spent his time managing his business.  He wrote many books and 
articles.He issued his first calendar in 1945. He spent seventy years of his life in astronomy and 
won many medals. And that has made him a well-known scientist in the world. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
1-The best title for the passage is--------------------------  . 

 

     a-A bright astronomer          b-Kuwait        c-Astronomy          d-The stars 
  

.-------------------------- refers to in the second paragraph)himThe underlined pronoun ( -2 

     a-Dr. Al Ojairi                 b-the father            c-bedouins           d-the teacher 

.  -------------------meansin the second paragraph  known) -well(  The underlined word-3 
 

     a-active                         b-good                      c-famous              d-important 
  

4-The main idea of the first paragraph is --------------------------. 
a-Dr. Al Ojairi’s studying of astronomy                 b-Dr. Al Ojairi's father                  
  c-Dr. Al Ojairi's job                                                  d-Dr. Al Ojairi's calendar 

 
5- Dr. Al Ojairi worked as an -------------------------- for a bank.   

 

     a-astronomer                 b-teacher               c-scientist               d-acountant 
 


